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Laser-modified electron correlations and deflection of atoms by laser light

O. Zobay and G. Alber
Theoretische Quantendynamik, Fakulta¨t für Physik, Universita¨t Freiburg, D-79104 Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany

~Received 16 August 1996!

The influence of laser-induced two-electron excitation processes on the deflection of atoms by a standing-
wave laser field is investigated. In particular, isolated-core excitation processes are studied in which, after
preparing one valence electron as an electronic Rydberg wave packet, the core electron is driven resonantly by
the standing wave. The dynamics of the two electrons are entangled through laser-induced electron correlation
effects. A theoretical approach is developed that clearly exhibits the intricate interplay between these correla-
tion effects and the atomic center-of-mass motion that originates from the stimulated light force. Various
examples are analyzed that show the manifestations of this interplay in the diffraction pattern of a deflected
atom.@S1050-2947~97!06610-9#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Vk, 03.75.Be, 32.80.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the field of atom optics have rene
interest in the deflection of atoms by stimulated light forc
and the basic physical mechanisms that are responsible
@1–5#. The momentum transfer from a laser field to t
atomic center of mass is characterized by the fact tha
proceeds essentially only by excitation of the internal el
tronic degrees of freedom of the atom. This is due to
large mass difference between the atomic nucleus and e
trons. The resulting strong laser-induced correlation betw
the internal electronic dynamics of an atom and its center
mass motion offers the possibilities~i! to deflect atoms in a
controlled way by an appropriate choice of the laser-indu
electronic excitation process and~ii ! to investigate the inter-
nal laser-modified electronic dynamics of an atom by obs
vation of its center-of-mass motion. It has been shown t
for these purposes the high-level density of Rydberg syst
offers interesting perspectives@6–8#. In these studies
schemes for atomic beam deflection were investigated
which the coherent momentum transfer from a standi
wave laser field to the atom depends strongly on whether
laser field excites an isolated or a large number of Rydb
states. In the former case the momentum exchange is d
nated by the wave aspects of the electronic dynamics, in
latter case by particle aspects of the Rydberg electron. So
most studies on laser-induced correlations between ato
center-of-mass motion and the internal electronic dynam
have concentrated on laser excitation processes that invo
single valence electron only.

In view of these developments the natural question ar
how laser-induced two-electron excitation processes and
resulting electron correlation effects influence the stimula
light force. It is the main aim of this paper to explore th
question theoretically and to investigate the coherent m
mentum exchange between a standing-wave laser field
the atomic center of mass that results from such excita
processes. A basic two-electron excitation process that
received considerable attention recently from both exp
mental and theoretical points of view is isolated core exc
tion ~ICE! @9,10#. Thereby two valence electrons, typically
an alkaline-earth atom, are excited optically in a two-s
561050-2947/97/56~5!/3897~11!/$10.00
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process. In the first step one of these valence electron
excited to a Rydberg state close to the photoionizat
threshold. Subsequently, the other electron is excited to
of the lowest excited states of the ionic core. The electr
influence each other by electron correlation effects. Rec
work on laser-induced ICE processes has concentrated
dominantly on the question of how Rabi oscillations of
resonantly excited ionic core influence the dynamics of
Rydberg electron via these electron correlation effects. B
time-independent@11# and time-dependent@12–16# studies
have been performed and have demonstrated, for exam
that the resulting laser-modified electron correlations o
resonantly excited core may even cause a suppressio
autoionization@14#. However, vice versa, the dynamics o
the excited Rydberg electron also influences the las
induced transitions of the core electron. This influence of
excited Rydberg electron on the dynamics of the core e
tron manifests itself, for example, in the characteristics of
spontaneous emission of photons by the ionic core@17#. Fur-
thermore, the dynamics of the Rydberg electron also in
ences the processes by which momentum is transferred
a standing-wave laser field, which drives the core elect
resonantly, to the atomic center of mass. In the following t
latter aspect will be investigated in detail by considering
deflection of fast atoms by a standing-wave laser field. In t
case the Raman-Nath approximation@2# can be employed
and the intricate relation between the atomic center-of-m
motion and the internal, laser-modified dynamics of the el
trons can be worked out most clearly. Our theoretical
proach will be based on semiclassical path representation
the relevant transition amplitudes. Thereby these amplitu
are expanded into a sum of contributions that are associ
with repeated returns of the excited Rydberg electron to
ionic core. The scattering processes induced by electron
relation effects and the laser-induced excitation proces
which both take place inside the core region, may easily
taken into account with the help of quantum defect the
@15,18#.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the defle
tion of fast atoms by a standing-wave laser field is discus
within the framework of an effective two-channel problem
This model problem is capable of describing the basic ph
3897 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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3898 56O. ZOBAY AND G. ALBER
cal processes that result from the simultaneous excitatio
two valence electrons during the flight of an atom throug
standing-wave laser field. For the transition amplitudes t
describe the deflection of atoms by this laser field a se
classical path representation is developed with respect to
orbital round-trips of the excited Rydberg valence elect
around the nucleus. This theoretical approach exhi
clearly the intricate interplay between laser-modified el
tron correlation effects and the atomic center-of-mass mo
during the interaction of an atom with a standing-wave la
field. The physical contents of these theoretical devel
ments and numerical examples are discussed in Sec.
Conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF ATOMIC
DEFLECTION BY LASER-INDUCED CORE EXCITATION

A. Model problem

In order to present the main ideas most clearly, in t
section an idealized model problem is examined, which
depicted in Fig. 1. Aspects of possible experimental real
tions will be discussed in Sec. II B. In the following, Hartre
atomic units are used.

An atom, e.g., an alkaline-earth atom, with massM and
well-defined initial momentumPin of its center of mass
traverses a standing-wave laser field at right angles.
electric-field strength at the position of the atomic center
massR is given by

E~R,t !5E~R!ee2 ivt1c.c., ~1!

with v ande denoting field frequency and polarization. Th
standing-wave envelope is approximated by

E~R!5Q~z!Q~L2z!E~x!, ~2!

with

E~x!5E0 sin~kx!. ~3!

The modulus of the wave vector is denoted byk. Initially, at
t50 immediately before entering the standing-wave la
field, the atom is prepared in an energetically low-lyi
bound electronic stateug& with energy«g . The standing-

FIG. 1. Setup for the model problem of Sec. II A: After the ato
has entered the standing-wave fieldE(t), the short pulseEa(t) is
applied. By preparing the Rydberg wave packet, the pulse trig
the Rabi oscillations of the core and thereby the momentum tran
to the atomic center of mass.
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wave laser field is assumed to be tuned in resonance w
transition of the ionic core from its ground state~energy«1!
to an excited state~energy«2!. Due to electron correlation
effects, in general, the standing-wave laser field will be w
detuned from any excitation of the atomic stateug&. Thus the
atom will not be excited significantly by the standing-wa
laser field so that the light force exerted on it may be n
glected. After entering the standing-wave fieldE(R,t) the
atom is exposed to a short~running wave! laser pulse

Ea~ t !5Ea~ t !eaei ~kay2vat !1c.c., ~4!

with polarization ea and frequencyva , which propagates
with wave vectorkaey along they direction perpendicular to
the incoming atom and the standing-wave field. This cho
of direction of propagation implies that the short pulse tra
fers at most only one unit of photon momentumkaey to the
atom. The pulse envelope is assumed to be centered ar
time t0 and is taken to be of the form

Ea~ t !5Ea
~0! exp@24~ ln 2!~ t2t0!2/t 2#. ~5!

It is also assumed that the pulse durationt is short in com-
parison to the time of flight of the atom through the standin
wave laser field. The frequencyva is chosen such that th
atom is excited fromug& to high-lying Rydberg states clos
to the first photoionization threshold. If the pulse durationt
is short in comparison to the classical orbit time of the e
cited Rydberg states, a radial Rydberg wave packet is cre
that orbits around the nucleus. In addition, however,
standing-wave laser fieldE(R,t) will excite the ionic core
resonantly as soon as the electronic wave packet is prepa
The subsequent Rabi oscillations of the ionic core will tra
fer momentum from the standing-wave laser field to t
atomic center of mass coherently by the stimulated li
force. Contrary to the well-known case of a resonan
coupled two-level system, this momentum transfer will
influenced by the dynamics of the excited electronic Rydb
wave packet via electron correlation effects, name
shakeup and autoionization. Thus, when leaving
standing-wave laser field the momentum distribution of
atom’s center of mass will contain information about t
dynamics of the Rydberg electron and the electron corr
tion effects during the interaction with the laser field.

In general, three main contributions can be distinguish
in the momentum distribution.~i! If the atom has not been
excited by the short laser pulse it will leave the standin
wave laser field undeflected, approximately. Alternatively,
case a Rydberg wave packet has been prepared by the
laser pulse the atom may leave the standing-wave laser
with its core either in the ground or in the excited state.~ii ! If
the core is excited, the atom will autoionize and the result
ion can be removed easily by a static electric field.~iii ! If
after the interaction with the standing-wave laser field
core is in its ground state, the atom will not autoionize a
thus will remain neutral. Therefore, a natural observable t
contains information about the influence of the Rydbe
electron on the core electron during the interaction with
standing-wave laser field is the momentum distribution
atoms that leave the interaction region with their core in
ground state. To obtain further insights, the measuremen
this momentum distribution may be also performed state
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56 3899LASER-MODIFIED ELECTRON CORRELATIONS AND . . .
lectively with respect to the excited Rydberg electron
means of ramped field ionization@10#.

The interplay between laser-modified electron correlat
effects and the atomic center-of-mass motion is exhibited
a particularly transparent way in the case of fast atoms.
oms are considered to be fast if their kinetic energy is m
larger than the electronic interaction energy with the excit
laser fields and if their deflection inside the laser field
small in comparison to the wavelength of the standing wa
These conditions imply that inside the laser field the atom
center of mass moves with constant velocityv in5uPu in /M on
a straight-line trajectory perpendicular to the standing-w
laser field. Under these conditions the eikonal@19# and
Raman-Nath@2# approximations can be used in the theore
cal description. Thus the state^xuc(T )& of an atom, which
has crossed the standing-wave laser field at positionx with
an effective interaction time ofT5L/v in2t0 , can be decom-
posed into the components of the almost resonantly cou
electronic states. For the two-channel excitation scheme
picted in Fig. 2 it is found that

^xuc~T !&5ag
~T !~x!ug&1(

n
an,1

~T !~x!un,1&uF1&

1(
m

am,2
~T !~x!um,2&uF2&. ~6!

The summations in Eq.~6! refer to both Rydberg and con
tinuum states. The probability amplitude in the initial sta
ug&, i.e.,ag

(T )(x), and the excited Rydberg states in chann
1 and 2, i.e.,an,1

(T )(x) andam,2
(T )(x), are determined by solving

the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation with the Hamil
tonian

H~x!5Hatom1VICE~x!1Vpump~ t !. ~7!

In the two-channel approximation the atomic Hamiltonian
given by

Hatom5«gug&^gu1 (
j 51,2

@hj j 1V j j ~r !1«c j#uF j&^F j u.

~8!

The channel statesuF1& anduF2& represent the ground sta
and excited state of the ionic core@18,20#. The atomic eigen-
states in channelj are denotedun, j &uF j&. The radial Hamil-

FIG. 2. Excitation scheme describing the internal atomic
namics:~a! bare Rydberg series and~b! ‘‘dressed’’ Rydberg series
n
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tonian of the Rydberg electron in channelj with angular
momentuml j is given byhj j 1V j j (r )1ec j, with

hj j 52
1

2

d2

dr21
l j~ l j11!

2r 2 2
1

r
.

The short-range potentialV j j (r ) describes the effects of th
residual core electrons. The radial coordinate of the Rydb
electron is denoted byr . As the excited channels have op
posite parities there is no configuration interaction poten
V12(r ) coupling the two channels. In an ICE transition th
angular momentum of the Rydberg electron is conserved
that l 15 l 25 l @10#. In the rotating-wave approximation th
channel thresholds are given by«c15«1 , «c25«22v. Ac-
cording to standard treatments of ICE processes@10,12,21#
in the dipole and rotating-wave approximation the coupli
of channels 1 and 2 induced by the standing-wave field
be modeled as

VICE~x!52
1

2
V21~x!~ uF1&^F2u1uF2&^F1u!. ~9!

Thereby, the position-dependent, real-valued Rabi freque
of the core transition is denoted

V21~x!52^F2ud•euF1&E~x!, ~10!

with the atomic dipole operatord. The interaction of the
atom with the short laser pulse is described by

Vpump~ t !52d•eaEa~ t !e2 ivat1H.c. ~11!

The main purpose of the applied pump pulseEa(t) is to
prepare an electronic Rydberg wave packet and to trigger
Rabi oscillations of the ionic core. Thus, for the sake
simplicity, it will be assumed in the following that this pum
field is sufficiently weak so that its influence on the atom
dynamics can be described perturbatively. In this case
found @22# that

an,1
~T !~x!5 ie2 i «̄ t0^n,1u^F1ue2 iH 0~x!T Ẽa„H0~x!2 «̄ …d•eaug&,

~12!
with the mean excited energy«̄5«g1va . The Fourier trans-
form of the pump field envelope is given by

Ẽa~«!5E
2`

`

dt8Ea~ t8!ei«~ t82t0! ~13!

andH0(x)5Hatom1VICE(x).
The probability amplitude of observing after its fligh

through the standing-wave field a deflected atom in s
un,1&uF1& with transverse momentumpx is given by@2#

an,1
~T !~px!5

1

l E
0

l

dx an,1
~T !~x!e2 ipxx, ~14!

with l52p/k the wavelength of the standing wave. Equ
tion ~14! shows how the state-selective atomic transition a
plitude an,1

(T )(x) acts as a diffraction grating for the atom
center-of-mass motion. This diffraction grating is determin
by the interaction of the two valence electrons with the la
fields. In order to exhibit clearly the influence of the ele
tronic Rydberg wave packet on the atomic diffraction pr

-
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3900 56O. ZOBAY AND G. ALBER
cess it is convenient to use a semiclassical path repres
tion for an,1

(T )(x). As outlined in the Appendix, this
representation is given by

an,1
~T !~x!5e2 i «̄ t0

~21! l

2p i (
M50

` E
2`1 i0

`1 i0

3d«e2 i«Tnn
23/2@eipnnw~x!2e2 ipnnw~x!e2p i ñ~x!#

3@ x̃~x!e2p i ñ~x!#MD̃gea

~2 !~x!Ẽa~«2 «̄ !. ~15!

This is a main result of this section. It shows explicitly ho
the repeated returns of the excited Rydberg electron to
ionic core influence the spatial dependence of the probab
amplitudesan,1

(T )(x). According to Eq.~14!, this spatial de-
pendence determines the momentum distribution of the
flected atoms.

In Eq. ~15! all quantities with a tilde refer to componen
in the basis of photon-dressed core statesuF̃i(x)& @11,15#. In
the case of a real-valued Rabi frequencyV21(x) these
photon-dressed core states are related to the bare core
uF j& by an orthogonal transformationO(x), i.e., uF̃i(x)&
5( j 51,2Oi j

T (x)uF j&. The orthogonal transformationO(x)
diagonalizes the laser-induced coupling of the ionic co
i.e.,

OT~x!S «c1 2
1

2
V21~x!

2
1

2
V21~x! «c2

D O~x!5«̃c~x!.

~16!

The diagonal matrix«̃c(x) contains the position-depende
energies of the dressed states of the ionic core. The m
elements of the 232 diagonal matrixñ(x) are given by
ñj j (x)5$2@ «̃c j(x)2«#%21/2. The scattering matrixx̃(x) de-
scribes scattering of the excited Rydberg electron betw
the photon-dressed core channels. This scattering takes
inside the core region. The matrixx̃(x) is related to the
diagonal bare scattering matrixx by

x̃~x!5OT~x!xO~x!. ~17!

The matrix elements of the diagonal bare scattering ma
are given byxj j 5e2p im j , with m j denoting the quantum de
fects of the bare channels. The~energy-normalized! photo-
ionization dipole matrix elements@18,20# that characterize
the laser-induced excitation of the dressed channels by
weak pump fieldEa(t) are denoted by the column vecto
D̃gea

(2)(x)5OT(x)Dgea

(2) . In the excitation scheme of Fig. 2

is assumed that the initial stateug& excites Rydberg states i
channel 1 only. This means that the component (Dgea

(2))2

vanishes and that (Dgea

(2))152 ieipm1d«g with d«g the

standing-wave dipole matrix element between stateug& and
the continuum states of channel 1. The row vectorw(x) has
componentswi(x)5O1i(x)/@«n,12«c12«1 «̃c j(x)#. By in-
serting Eq.~15! into Eq.~14! one arrives at the semiclassic
path representation for the transverse momentum distr
tion. In Eq. ~15! the quantitiesw(x), x̃(x), ñ(x), and
ta-

he
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D̃gea

(2)(x) depend on the positionx at which an atom crosse

the standing-wave laser field. If, however, the standing-w
field is tuned in resonance with the core transition, i.e.,D
5«c22«c150, x̃(x) and D̃gea

(2)(x) become independent o

x. The effective quantum number of the Rydberg st
un,1&uF1& is denoted bynn5n2m1 .

On the basis of previously derived results@15# Eq. ~15!
can be interpreted as describing the Rydberg wave-pa
dynamics in terms of propagation of the excited Rydbe
electron in the photon-dressed channelsuF̃1(x)& and
uF̃2(x)&. The M th member of the sum in Eq.~15! can be
assigned to a process in which the Rydberg electron
forms M complete orbital round-trips around the nucleus
ter the initial excitation by the pump field. This excitation
characterized by the amplitudesD̃gea

(2)(x). On each complete

round-trip in the dressed channelj the Rydberg electron ac
quires a phase of magnitude 2pñj j (x) that is equal to the
classical action of motion along a purely radial Kepler or
with zero angular momentum and energy«2 «̃c j(x),0. Be-
tween two round-trips the Rydberg electron may be scatte
by the Rabi-oscillating ionic core. This process is describ
by the scattering matrixx̃(x). During the (M11)th round-
trip the atom leaves the standing-wave field and the stat
the Rydberg electron is projected onto the bare Rydb
statesun,1&uF1&. This projection is described by the term
the first set of square brackets in Eq.~15!. In Sec. III the
influence of the internal electronic dynamics on the atom
center-of-mass motion will be discussed in detail with t
help of the semiclassical path representation of Eq.~15!.

In the above treatment, autoionization of the excited ch
nel 2 and laser-induced transitions of the Rydberg electro
continuum states well above threshold have been neglec
However, the formalism may be adapted easily to the tre
ment of more general excitation processes in which th
effects can be included@15#. Also, the spontaneous emissio
by the ionic core is not taken into account. This is justified
long as the interaction time between atom and standing w
is short in comparison to the spontaneous lifetime, which
of the order of several nanoseconds.

B. Experimental realization

In view of present-day experimental possibilities, t
atomic diffraction experiment discussed above is somew
idealized. Therefore, in the following an alternative, mo
realistic experimental setup is discussed briefly that invol
short pulses.

Typical parameters in a realization of an experiment
the kind described above would be a mean excited quan
number aroundn̄5n( «̄)580 corresponding to a classical o
bit time of aboutTorb52pn̄3580 ps, an atomic center-of
mass velocity ofv in51000 ms21, a standing-wave laser field
with a maximum intensity of the order ofI max
510 kW cm22, and a wavelengthl between 250 and 450
nm. For these parameters the conditions for the applicab
of the eikonal and Raman-Nath approximations are very w
fulfilled. However, as the interaction times between ato
and standing wave should be of the order ofTorb, the stand-
ing wave would have to be focused onto a diameter of ab
100 nm, which is smaller than the wavelengthl. A realiza-
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tion of the standing wave with cw laser fields as describ
above would thus lead to severe practical difficulties a
limitations.

An alternative that avoids these problems is the real
tion of the standing-wave field by two counterpropagat
short pulses. A possible experiment could be performed
the following way. The standing wave is created by sup
posing two short optical pulses counterpropagating in thx
direction. It is not necessary to focus them tightly; their
ameter may be of the order of millimeters. In the spa
region where the two pulses overlap first, the standing w
exists for a time equal to the pulse duration. As soon as
standing wave has built up the short pump pulse is appl
In case the atom is inside the standing wave at the time
pump pulse is applied its interaction time with the stand
wave therefore is not determined by its position in thez
direction and its velocity. Instead, the interaction time d
pends only on the delay between the pump pulse and
destruction of the standing wave. This setup would thus
low one to carry out the experiment not only with sing
atoms but also with an atomic beam of higher intensity a
is no longer necessary to control the atomicz position. In
order to guarantee a well-defined interaction time and fi
strength the profiles of the counterpropagating pulses sh
resemble the form of square pulses as closely as possible
their intensity should be spatially homogeneous. In additi
the diameter of the atomic beam should be small in comp
son to the spatial extension of the optical pulse along thx
direction.

This excitation scheme involving short laser pulses i
good approximation to the excitation process considere
Sec. II A. The entering and leaving of the standing-wa
field by the atom is accomplished by creating and destroy
the standing wave with the help of the counterpropaga
short pulses. This scheme requires of course very good
trol of the shaping and synchronizing of the pulses involv
which does not seem to be out of reach in view of the ra
progress in the technology of manufacturing pulses@23,24#.
Furthermore, as the relevant interaction time is determi
only by the timing of the short laser pulses this experimen
not expected to be very sensitive to effects arising from
longitudinal velocity dispersion of the atomic beam. In ord
to increase the probability of excitation the short pump pu
Ea(t) should be of high intensity. If the pump pulse deple
the ground state on a time scale short in comparison to
wave-packet orbit time, the above derivation that origina
assumed a weak pump pulse may easily be adapted to
case. One simply has to replace the pump pulse of Eqs~4!
and ~5! by an exponential pulse, the decay time of which
twice the laser-induced depletion time of the initial stateug&.

One could also think of performing the experiment
preparing the atoms in a Rydberg stateun,1&uF1& before they
enter the standing wave. In this case the short pump p
would no longer be necessary. This setup would obscure
effects to be discussed in the next section significantly w
out, however, leading to their complete disappearance.

III. PHYSICAL DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES

In this section the physical aspects of the question
discussed how the ICE-induced electron correlations in
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ence the momentum transfer from a standing-wave light fi
to the atomic center of mass. For this purpose we cons
the deflection of a fast atom by a standing-wave laser field
depicted in Fig. 1 schematically. Inside the standing-wa
field an additional short laser pulse prepares an electro
Rydberg wave packet in the atom. In this way the stand
wave is enabled to excite Rabi oscillations in the resid
ionic core and to transfer transverse momentum to the ato
center of mass. This momentum transfer is influenced by
laser-induced interaction of the electronic Rydberg wa
packet with the core electron. Its characteristics may be a
lyzed efficiently with the help of the theoretical tools derive
in Sec. II A.

For the sake of clarity, the internal atomic dynamics w
be described in terms of two non-autoionizing Rydberg
ries ~Fig. 2!. In Ref. @15# the neglect of autoionization wa
shown to be well justified for moderate autoionization ra
and interaction times of the order of several wave-pac
orbit times. However, autoionization could easily be tak
into account in Eq.~15! with the help of complex quantum
defects. In the absence of autoionization the laser-indu
electron-electron correlation is determined solely by the
tent of shakeup. A quantitative measure for this is given
the difference~mod 1! between the quantum defects of th
two Rydberg series involved.

In the following numerical examples resonant excitati
(D5«c22«c150) of a Rydberg wave packet with mea
quantum numbern̄5@2(«c12 «̄)#21/2580 and m150.0 is
considered. The durationt of the short pulse is equal to
0.3Torb, with Torb52pn̄ 3577.8 ps unless otherwise state
The envelope of the standing-wave laser field of Eq.~3! im-
plies that the distribution of transverse momentapx of an
atom leaving the interaction region with its core in th
ground state contains only components equal to even m
tiples of the photon momentumk and that this momentum
distribution is symmetric with respect topx50. In the fol-
lowing examples only the part of the momentum distributi
with px>0 is shown. For the sake of clarity, it is depicted
the form of a continuous curve instead of discrete points
even multiples ofk.

If the quantum defects of the resonantly coupled Rydb
series are equal, i.e.,m15m2 , the dressed scattering matr
is given by x̃(x)5e2ipm1I @15#. Thus the shakeup effect o
the laser-induced core transitions on the wave-packet dyn
ics is minimal as no core scattering takes place between
photon-dressed core channels. The momentum transfer t
atomic center of mass, however, is determined by the c
acteristics of the Rydberg wave packet prepared. To disc
this momentum transfer it is convenient to sum up the g
metric series in Eq.~15!, which yields for the position-
dependent probability amplitude

an,1
~T !~x!5~21! le2 i «̄ t0

d«g

2nn
3/2@e2 i «̃ n,1~x!T Ẽa„«̃n,1~x!2 «̄…

1e2 i «̃ n,2~x!T Ẽa„«̃n,2~x!2 «̄…#. ~18!

In this way the probability amplitude is expressed in terms
the contributions of the two dressed statesun,6&
5(1/&) (un,1&7un,2&) in the standing-wave field pertainin
to the two bare statesun,1(2)&. Their energies are given b
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FIG. 3. The relation between the maximum induced Rabi f
quencyV21,max, the excited energy ranget21, and the distance
between adjacent bare Rydberg statesn̄2352p/Torb determines the
characteristics of the momentum distribution in the case of eq
quantum defects. This interplay is indicated by displaying the la
pulse shapeẼa and the relevant excited dressed-state energies«̃n as
a function ofV21 for the cases~a!, ~b!, and~c! discussed in the text
«̃n,6(x)5«c16 1
2 V21(x). According to Eq.~18!, one can

distinguish three limiting cases.
~a! 1/t@V21,max. The energy spread 1/t of the prepared

wave packet is much larger than the maximum Rabi f
quencyV21,max or, in other words, the wave packet is pr
pared by the short pulse almost instantaneously in comp
son with the characteristic time scale of the Rabi oscillatio
of the ionic core. In this case one may approxima
Ẽa„«̃n,1(x)2 «̄…' Ẽa„«̃n,2(x)2 «̄…' Ẽa(«n,12 «̄) @cf. Fig.
3~a!#. Therefore, in this case the deflection pattern is alm
indistinguishable from the well-known one of a fast tw
level atom that enters a standing-wave field~of rectangular
shape! in its ground state and interacts with it for a timeT
@2#. As an example, in Fig. 4~a! the state-selective momen
tum distributionPn,1

(T )(px)5uan,1
(T )(px)u2 and the total distribu-

tion P1
(T )(px)5(n1

Pn,1
(T )(px) summed over all Rydberg state

are shown forTRabi,min50.1Torb.t50.03Torb. They display
the rapid oscillations familiar from the above-mention
two-level case. The distributionsPn,1

(T )(px) differ from each
other only by a multiplicative constant that is due to t
energy dependence of the envelope functionẼa(«).

~b! 1/t!V21,max,2p/Torb. This condition implies that, in
general, only at most one pair of dressed states belongin
a certain principal quantum numbern is excited@Fig. 3~b!#.
As apparent from the conditiont@Torb the Rydberg electron
is not prepared in the form of a wave packet. The moment
distribution could also be obtained from a pure two-lev
system that is excited correspondingly from a low-lyin
state. However, due to the strong position dependence o
excitation amplitudesẼa„«̃n,1(x)2 «̄… and Ẽa„«̃n,2(x)2 «̄…

interesting effects may be observed. If one chooses, for
ample, «̄ equal to the energy of a bare Rydberg state, i
«̄5«n,1 , then the atom is excited to the two dressed Rydb
statesun,6& only in the vicinity of the field nodes. There th
induced light force~and thus the deflection! is large while
the excitation in regions of weak induced light force is su
pressed. In this way an efficient beam splitter is realized@Fig.
4~b!#. The maximum momentum transferred is appro
mately given byupxumax5kV21,maxT /2.

-

al
r

FIG. 4. State-selective momentum distributionsPn,1
(T )5uan,1

(T )u2 and total momentum distributionsP1
(T )5(nPn,1

(T ) @both in units of
u(Dgea

(2))1Ea
(0)u2t# for m15m250.0, n̄580, D50, and~a! T52.5Torb, TRabi,min50.1Torb, t50.03Torb; ~b! T56.0Torb, TRabi,min51.0Torb,

t52.0Torb; and ~c! T52.5Torb, TRabi,min50.1Torb, t50.3Torb.
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~c! 1/t!V21,maxandV21,max.2p/Torb. Due to the second
condition a number of dressed states with different princi
quantum numbersn are excited significantly and, as ex
pressed by the first condition, their excitation amplitud
vary strongly with position@Fig. 3~c!#. The resulting momen-
tum distribution cannot be obtained with a two-level syst
and thus reflects the presence of the Rydberg wave pa
Figure 4~c! shows that the atomic deflection is indeed sel
tive with respect to the Rydberg states. Dressed state
principal quantum numbern with u«n,12 «̄u,1/t are excited
only in the vicinity of the field nodes and are deflect
strongly as described in case~b!. States withV21,max.u«n,1
2 «̄u.1/t are excited only in regions of weak stimulate
light force and are therefore less deflected. In the latter c
only one of the two dressed statesun6& is excited so that the
momentum distribution does not display the usual oscillat
behavior. The state-selective deflection pattern in Fig. 4~c!
can also be interpreted in an alternative way: It maps
position-dependent ac Stark splitting of the channel thre
olds in the standing-wave onto the state-selective momen
distribution.

If the quantum defects of the resonantly coupled c
channels are not equal, the Rabi oscillations of the ionic c
cause a shakeup of the electronic Rydberg wave packet.
thermore, Eq.~15! shows that any effects of shakeup c
only be observed after the prepared electronic Rydberg w
packet has experienced at least one scattering from the l
excited ionic core during the flight of the atom through t
laser field.

In the extreme case of a maximal difference of the qu
tum defects, i.e.,m22m150.5, these shakeup effects preva
The corresponding scattering matrix that describes the la
assisted core scattering between the photon-dressed
channels is given by

x̃~x!5e2ip~m11m2!S 0 1

1 0D . ~19!

This scattering matrix is independent of the positionx at
which the atom crosses the standing-wave field becaus
the resonant character of the excitation. With each retur
the core region the fractions of the initially prepared ele
tronic Rydberg wave packet that propagate in the pho
dressed core channels are scattered from one channel int
other one with a probability of unity. This extreme case
core scattering influences the momentum distribution o
diffracted atom significantly. In this context it is particular
interesting to study the width of the momentum distributi
as a function of the interaction time between the standi
wave field and atom. This question is conveniently examin
with the help of the semiclassical path expansion for
transverse momentum distribution given by Eqs.~14! and
~15!. The results of the analysis that is detailed in Ref.@25#
and is based on a stationary-phase evaluation of the s
classical path expansion may be summarized as follows

~i! At interaction times equal to a small odd multiple
Torb, i.e., T5(2N11)Torb with integer values ofN up to
about 5, to a good degree of approximation the maxim
transferred momentumupxumax is given by
l
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upxumax5
1

2
kV21,maxTorb. ~20!

This value is independent ofN. Like in the case of vanishing
shakeup, the maximum momentum is transferred to ato
that cross the standing wave at the field nodes.

~ii ! At interaction times equal to a small even multiple
Torb the relation

upxumax5
3

8
kV21,max

2 T S Torb

2p D 2/3

~21!

holds. This result also applies to the case of large interac
times, irrespective of whether the number of returns is e
or odd. The maximum transverse momentum of Eq.~21!
grows linearly withT. It is associated with atoms that cros
the standing wave at positions with sin(2kx)50 at which the
electric-field strength does not vanish.

For interaction timesT up to the order of severalTorb and
maximum Rabi frequencies comparable to the mean exc
level spacingn̄ 1

23 Eqs. ~20! and ~21! imply that the maxi-
mum momentum transferred at odd multiples ofTorb is sig-
nificantly larger than the one transferred at even multipl
The transverse momentum distribution is thus of oscillat
width with respect to the interaction time. The laser-induc
scattering process between the electronic Rydberg w
packet and the excited core electron causes the time ev
tion of the momentum transfer from the standing-wave la
field to the atom to be reversed at each return of the w
packet to the core. For larger interaction times the osci
tions in the width of the distribution are gradually wash
out. The core scatterings then manifest themselves in the
that the maximum momentum transferred is much sma
than it would be in the absence of shakeup.

These characteristic features are exemplified in Fig.
where momentum distributionsP1

(T )(px) are depicted for dif-
ferent values of interaction times with the standing-wave
ser field. Figures 5~a!–5~d! illustrate the oscillation of the
width of the momentum distribution as a function of th
interaction time. They also confirm the more detailed pred
tions of Eqs.~20! and ~21! as they showupxumax to be ap-
proximately constant for odd multiples ofTorb while it in-
creases proportionally toT at even multiples. The
corresponding proportionality constant and the width of
distribution at odd multiples ofTorb are also in good quanti
tative agreement with the values inferred from Eqs.~20! and
~21!. However, for sufficiently large interaction times th
maximum momentum transfer will be given by Eq.~21!,
approximately, irrespective of whether this interaction tim
corresponds to an even or odd number of returns of the
cited Rydberg electron to the core. This behavior is appa
from Figs. 5~e! and 5~f!.

For an intermediate difference in quantum defects, i
0.0,m22m1,0.5, the dressed scattering matrix can be
composed into a diagonal and an off-diagonal part, i.e.x̃
5x̃diag1x̃off . This decomposition reflects the fact that
each return to the nucleus the Rydberg wave packet m
either be scattered between the dressed channels (x̃off) or not
(x̃diag). As the foregoing discussion has shown, both p
cesses have completely different effects on the momen
transfer from the standing-wave field to the atomic center
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FIG. 5. Total momentum distributionP1
(T )(px) for parametersm150.0, m250.5, TRabi,min50.2Torb, and various interaction timesT

~other parameters as given in the text!.
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mass. As long as the core has not experienced a scatteri
the wave packet between the dressed channels the mo
tum distribution grows linearly with time. However, as so
as such a scattering has taken place the momentum trans
‘‘reversed’’ and the momentum distribution begins to shrin
Correspondingly, subsequent scattering events lead to fu
‘‘reversals’’ in the time development of the momentu
transfer. As the events of scattering and nonscattering
superposed quantum mechanically, the momentum distr
tion consists of a superposition of the various distinct defl
tion patterns arising from the different ‘‘scattering hist
ries.’’ Therefore, the internal dynamics of the atom that
determined by the interaction between the Rydberg w
packet and the ionic core is reflected in detail in the mom
tum distribution of the atomic center-of-mass motion.

The quantitative analysis of these kinds of processes
be accomplished easily with the help of Eqs.~14! and ~15!.
As an example Fig. 6~a! shows the momentum distributio
for an atom with m22m150.20 and interaction timeT
51.7Torb. In this case only theM51 term in Eq.~15! con-
tributes significantly to the probability amplitude. The m
mentum distribution consists essentially of two distinct pe
aroundpx'0 andpx'50k. Using the decomposition of th
dressed scattering matrix, the inner peak can be attribute
atoms in that the wave-packet fractions have experience
scattering between the dressed channels at their first retu
the nucleus, while the outer peak corresponds to atoms
unscattered wave-packet fractions@Fig. 6~b!#. Thus the inter-
nal dynamics is mapped onto the momentum distribution
clear way. Figures 6~c! and 6~d! show the analysis of a mor
of
en-

r is
.
er
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e
-

ay
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to
a
to

ith

a

complicated deflection pattern at timeT52.5Torb, where
M52 is dominant, in terms of the different histories co
nected with two wave-packet returns to the core. In this
ample, a time of approximately 0.5Torb has elapsed since th
second return. The width of the contribution pertaining
atoms that have experienced no scatterings of the wa
packet fractions between the dressed channels~crosses! con-
tinues to grow linearly withT. The distribution correspond
ing to a scattering at the second return~triangles!, on the
other hand, has begun to shrink due to the reversal eff
The distributions for scattering at the first return~circles and
diamonds! are both rather narrow because the correspond
atoms did not possess any transverse momentum at the
of the second return of the wave packet. However, th
width increases with growing interaction time.

The notion of the reversal effect may be defined mo
precisely. To this end we consider at a timeT equal to an
integer multipleq of Torb a contribution to the momentum
distribution that is characterized by a particular sequence
scattering and nonscattering events. Forq not too large the
width upxumax of this contribution can be determined in th
following way @25#. Between two returns to the core th
width of the momentum distribution is changed by
amount of 6Dp with Dp5 1

2 kV21,maxTorb. The maximum
momentum transferred to an atom is given byupxumax

5(i51
q Dpi . The contributionsDpi are determined by the fol

lowing rules: ~a! Dp151Dp; ~b! if (n51
N Dpi50 for some

N,q then DpN1151Dp; ~c! if (n51
N DpiÞ0 thenDpN11

5DpN if the Rydberg wave packet is not scattered betwe
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FIG. 6. ~a! M51 contributionP1
(M51) @as evaluated from Eqs.~14! and ~15!# to the total momentum distributionP1

(T ) for parameters
m150.0, m250.2, TRabi,min50.1Torb, and interaction timeT51.7Torb ~other parameters as given in the text!. ~b! Contributions toP1

(M51)

from atoms in which the Rydberg wave packet has been scattered between the dressed channels at the first return to the core@L, evaluated
by replacingx̃ by x̃off in Eq. ~15!# and atoms in which the wave packet leaves the core unscattered~3, evaluated withx̃diag!. ~c! Same as
~a! but for M52 andT52.5Torb. ~d! Contributions toP1

(M52) from atoms in which the wave packet has been scattered between the dr
channels twice~L!, only at the first return~s!, only at the second return~n!, and neither at the first nor the second return~3!. ~e! Same
as ~a! but for M54,5, m250.28, andT55.0Torb. ~f! Decomposition ofP1

(M54,5) ; for an explanation see the text.
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the dressed channels at itsNth return to the core; otherwis
DpN1152DpN .

As an example in Figs. 6~e! and 6~f! the transverse mo
mentum distribution for parametersm22m150.28, TRabi,min
50.1Torb, andT55Torb is analyzed. For this interaction tim
only the terms withM54,5 contribute significantly to the
transition amplitude~15!. For the contribution of atoms in
which the wave packet is not scattered at the first four retu
to the core the above rules yieldupxumax55Dp, with Dp
531.4k. This contribution is shown in the magnification
Fig. 6~f! ~crosses! and is evidently responsible for the ou
most maximum in the total momentum distribution whi
occurs aroundpx'152k.

The contributions that are characterized by the seque
of scattering events (snnn), (nnns), (ssnn), (nnss), and
(nssn) ~with s denoting scattering andn nonscattering! all
s

es

have a width of 3Dp according to the above rules. This
confirmed by the numerical calculation. The superposition
these contributions is depicted in Fig. 6~f! by the curve with
triangles. It explains the behavior of the momentum distrib
tion for px.50k. For all other contributions the above rule
yield upxumax5Dp. This prediction is confirmed by the curv
with circles in Fig. 6~f!, which shows the superposition o
these contributions and explains the momentum distribu
for px,50k.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The simultaneous laser excitation of two atomic valen
electrons and their influence on the momentum transfer fr
a standing-wave laser field to the atomic center of mass h
been investigated. This coherent momentum transfer
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originates from the stimulated light force leads to the defl
tion of atoms that traverse the standing-wave laser field
particular, cases have been investigated in which during
flight of an atom through the standing-wave laser field one
these electrons is prepared as an electronic Rydberg w
packet by a short laser pulse and the other valence electro
excited resonantly to an energetically low-lying bound st
by the standing-wave field.

A theoretical description of the resulting atomic deflecti
has been developed that is based on the dressed channe
ture and semiclassical path representations of relevant t
sition amplitudes. In this approach the state-selective tra
tion amplitudes of interest are represented as a sum
contributions originating from repeated returns of the las
excited Rydberg electron to the ionic core during the int
action of the atom with the standing-wave laser field. W
each return to the ionic core this Rydberg electron may
scattered from one photon-dressed core channel into
other. The probability amplitude describing the resulting m
mentum transfer to the atomic center of mass depends c
cally on the shakeup processes that are caused by these
terings. Details of the internal electronic dynamics of
atom that crosses the standing-wave laser field mani
themselves in the momentum distribution of the deflec
atom. Thus even different ‘‘electronic scattering historie
can be distinguished in this momentum distribution. This
tricate interplay between laser-modified electron correlat
effects and the atomic center-of-mass motion might ha
particularly interesting applications in atom optics.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ. „15…

To derive the semiclassical path representation of Eq.~15!
for the position-dependent probability amplitudean,1

(T )(x) Eq.
~12! is rewritten with the help of the resolvent ofH0(x) and
the closure relation for the radial Rydberg coordinater in the
form

an,1
~T !~x!5 ie2 i «̄ t0

21

2p i E2`1 i0

`1 i0

d« e2 i«TE
0

`

dr^F1u^n,1ur &

3K rU 1

«2H0~x!
d•eaUgL Ẽa~«2 «̄ !. ~A1!
rd
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For the following, Coulomb functions of complex energy«
are defined by

C~r ;«!5
i

2
@f~2 !~r ;«!e2p in~«!2f~1 !~r ;«!#, ~A2!

with the effective quantum numbern(«)5(22«)21/2 and
the energy normalized incoming- and outgoing Coulom
functionsf (6)(r ;«) @18,20#. Except for« real and positive
the functionsC converge to zero forr→`. The radial wave
functions appearing in Eq.~A1! can be evaluated forr>r c
with the help of multichannel quantum-defect theory@20,26#.
Therebyr c denotes the radius of the ionic core, which is
the order of a few Bohr radii. Defining wave functions
bound states as in Ref.@20#, one obtains

^n,1ur &5~21! l 11nn
23/2e2 ipnnC~r ;«n,12«c1! ~r>r c!,

~A3!

with «n,15«c121/@2(n2m1
2)# denoting the energy of the

Rydberg stateun,1&uF1& and nn5n(«n,12«c1). Further-
more, the Green’s function appearing in Eq.~A2! is given by
@18#

K rU 1

«2H0~x!
d•eaUgL 5F̃1~r ;«,x!uF̃1~x!&

1F̃2~r ;«,x!uF̃2~x!&, ~A4!

with

F̃~r ;«,x!52pC̃~r ;«,x!@12x̃~x!e2p i ñ~x!#21D̃gea

~2 !~x!

~r>r c! ~A5!

andF̃T5(F̃1 ,F̃2). All quantities appearing in Eqs.~A4! and
~A5! have been defined in Sec. II except for the diago
matrix C̃j j (r ;«,x)5C@r ;«2 «̃c j(x)#. In order to perform the
radial integration in Eq.~A1! one assumes that the ma
contributions come from values ofr with r>r c . In this way
Eq. ~15! is obtained by making use of the relation@21,27#

E
r c

`

drC~r ;«1!C~r ;«2!5
1

2p i

e2p in~«1!2e2p in~«2!

«12«2

~A6!

and expanding the inverted matrix of Eq.~A5! into a geo-
metric series.
ill,
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